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Introduction

After an unexpected shutdown of bodywork activity, the

characteristics of certain paint and para-paint products may be

altered.

The ixell teams are always with you on a daily basis, to ensure that

you are as efficient as possible.

This is why we have developed a "Check-Recommandations" that

includes a set of control points (paint, para paint and equipment) in

order to guide you as efficiently as possible.

These recommendations will allow you to resume your activity in an

optimal way while ensuring you a quality work.

Around these values: Passion, Performance, Proximity, ixell acts as

a real support to your activity by offering you adapted solutions.

This entire document has been produced and validated by all of

ixell's Technical-Marketing teams, in close collaboration with all of

our suppliers.

The ixell Technico-Marketing team

Note: For the realization of the Check Recommendations at the customer's site:

❑ A page Recommendations: includes explanations and checks, theme by theme, to be done at the customer's site.

❑ One or more Check pages: these are the checking operations to be carried out at the customer's, by ticking "OK" or "KO". 

❑ A box “Comments/ To order" in summary to be able to give back to the customer all the points checked and the products to be ordered (part numbers, 

quantities).
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Summary

1. Paint Mixing machines                   and
• Restarting the paint machine and checking all the agitator covers.

• Checking, control and shaking ixell basecoat: HS2 lacquers, Oxélia and ixelltech basecoat

• Checking , control and mixing of ixell undercoat

2. ixell range products
• Clearcoats

• hardeners

• thinners

• Paint additives

• Polyesters fillers

• Sealing, Soundproofing and Gluing Sealants 

• Windscreen glue 1k and 2k

3. ixell colors tools
• Restarting the ixell colors tools (ixelltouch V1, ixellcolor V1/V2, ixelltouch et ixellcolor Connect

• Checking updates of all color tools ixell (old and new generation, network connected or not)

• Restarting spectrophotometer (V1/V2, HD and spectro connect)

• Restarting and checking scale of colors tools.

4. ixell Paint Material
• Spray gun cleaning machine

• Spray gun and paint buckets

• Air system filters (submicron filter)

5. Bodyworkers and Painters protections  
• Masks of bodyworkers and painters

• Clothes of bodyworkers and painters

• Gloves for bodyworkers and painters
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➢ Remove all the tint and undercoat boxes from the paint machine, then start it "empty", to check that it is working 

properly

greatly reduces the risk of the breaking machine belts

➢ Ensure that the paint machine timer works properly

➢ Checking the condition of the agitator covers (to be done at the same time as checking the base coats)
- cleanliness of the cover: overall appearance, tightness of the cover seal, venting

- obstructed spout: control if there is not dry paint at the spout

- closing / sealing of the spout: for get precision in dosing

- cleanliness of the stirring blades: risk of grains, agglomerates in the paint mixture

- drive pinion of cover for get right tint mixing  

➢ Specific agitator covers 3,5L "inverted blades" for ixelltech cans 8401/8402 / AD228 / 231/400 

these agitator covers are specifics and essentials for a perfect agitation of these bases

➢ Checking the general condition of the agitator covers of the ixell undercoats (Fortia, Univia, Levia, Velocia):
- check the condition of the agitator covers: clean, watertight, clean blades and functional pouring spouts

1. Mixing machine ixell
Recommandations
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Before starting, remove all paint products from the ixell mixing System
Restarting the mixing machine and checking the agitator covers:

➢Operating condition and cleanliness of the mixing machine
- Shelf belts, shelving hub gimbals, motor

- Complete cycle (automatic stop after approximately 10 minutes)

➢Condition and cleanliness of all agitator and doser covers (base coat and undercoats)
- Cleanliness and tightness of the pouring spouts of the lids

- Cleanliness of the agitator mixing blades

- Cleanliness and tightness of the spout

➢ixelltech base color 8401,8402, AD228/231/400 specific "inverted blades" 3,5l agitators 
- - Agitator covers with inverted blade: with the green pusher

- Cleanliness and tightness of the spouts

- Cleanliness of the mixing blades for these 5 specific covers

KOOK

1-Check Paint Mixing machine 
ixell

Comments / To Order:________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ixell comments: The proper functioning of a paint mixing machine is the assurance of having consistent, efficient and quality paint products at all 

times. The cleanliness of the agitator lids is of paramount importance in the quality of mixtures of bases, undercoats and additives. It makes it 

possible to obtain a grains-free mixture, without agglomerates of dry products, which can alter the colorimetric precision and the quality of the 

colors and ixell undercoats.
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1. ixell paint range 
Recommandations

Checking before re-use and mix of Oxélia, ixelltech and HS2 base shades

HS2 Lacquers

➢ Checking of all use by dates for all HS2 Lacquers

- 36 months: replace if outdated 

➢ To eliminate any risk of moisture absorption, sedimentation and thickening, the volume of lacquers cans started must be:

- at half of each cans of HS2 lacquers

- by visual inspection, to be replaced if lower quantity

➢ Resuspension manually (plastic mixing sticks): gives homogeneous base coat, the agitator cover doesn’t everything!

- HS2 lacquers: all lacquers concerned

➢ Replace the agitators covers and HS2 lacquers on the mixing machine and restart it for 2 agitation cycles (imperative)

➢ For Oxélia HS2 lacquers, before a first application, it’s recommended to carry out a viscosity check with the Afnor n°4 or DIN 

n°4 cup (Technical Data Sheet) and to use filtration at 190 µm before applying the HS2 lacquer.
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1. ixell paint Range 
Recommandations

H2O base coat

➢ checking of all use by dates of Oxélia H2O base coats

- 24 months :replace if outdated

➢ To eliminate any risk of moisture absorption, sedimentation and thickening, the volume of base coat started must be:

- at half of each cans for base coat Oxélia H2O

- by visual inspection, to be replaced if lower level

➢ Resuspension manually (plastic mixing sticks): gives homogeneous base coat, the agitator doesn’t everything!

- Oxélia H2O: Metal, Pearlescent, Universal Tints and Ocher bases (Yellow and red ocher too)

➢ Reposition the agitators covers and base coat on the mixing machine and restart it for 2 agitation cycles (imperative)

➢ For Oxélia H2O base coat, before a first application, it’s recommended to carry out a viscosity check with the Afnor n°4 or 

DIN n°4 cut (Technical Data Sheet) and use a filtration at 125µm before the application of the painting (color ready to use)
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Checking and agitation of HS2 Lacquers 

➢Checking all use by dates Oxélia HS2 lacquers

- replace if outadted (36 months)

- replace if the product has thickened (loud viscosity)

➢Minimum volume of HS2 Lacquers cans started
- each can of lacquers to half of its container

- replace each bases colors if lower level

➢Manual resuspension of lacquers
- HS2 Lacquers: all Lacquers (with special attention on yellow and red ochre lacquers)

- Manual resuspension with the plastic sticks

➢Reposition the lacquers on the painting machine for 2 or 3 agitating cycles

➢Viscosity control (AFNOR n°4 or DIN n°4 cup) and lacquer filtration (ready to use color)
- use 190µm filter for ready to use color

1-Check Oxélia HS2 range
Comments / To Order:________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ixell comments: Oxélia HS2 Lacquers are most effective when they have a valid use-by date and are properly shaken on the Mixing machine. 

The manual resuspension of the Lacquers combined with their agitation on the system to be tinted is imperative. 

Controlling the viscosity of the Lacquers will ensure that the product is in conformity for a good application, a good drying and a good colorimetric 

rendering. 

OK KO
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Checking and agitation                base coats H2O

➢checking of all use by dates for all base coat Oxélia H2O:
- replace if outdated (24 months)

- replace if the product has thickened (loud viscosity)

➢Minimum volume of cans started
- each can of base coats to half of its container

- replace each bases colors if lower level

➢Manual resuspension of H2O base coat
- Oxélia H2O: Metal, Pearlescent, Universal Tints and Ocher bases (Yellow and red ocher)

- Manual resuspension with the plastic mixing sticks

➢Reposition all bases cans on the mixing machine and restart it for 2 agitation 

cycles (imperative)

➢Viscosity control (AFNOR n°4 or DIN n°4 cup) and filtration of color by 125µm 

filters (ready to use color) 

1-Check Oxélia H2O range
Comments / To Order:________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ixell comments: Oxélia H2O Bases are most effective when they have a valid use by date and are correctly agitated on the paint machine. Metal 

bases, pearlescent bases, universal tints and ochres must be resuspended in order to obtain their full effectiveness during application: correct 

placement of the paint film and the metal particle. 

Viscosity control will ensure that the product is suitable for correct application, fast drying and good color rendering. 

OK KO
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1. ixelltech range 
Recommandations

Checking and agitation of                                Base coats

➢Control of all use by dates for all bases ixelltech cans
- 24 months for effects and additives bases

- 36 months for solid bases

- replace if outdated

➢Manual resuspension of ixelltech base coats
- Oxélia H2O: Metal, Pearlescent, Universal Tints and Ocher bases (Yellow and red ocher)

- Manual resuspension with the plastic mixing sticks

➢ If cans of base coats are at half of their containers, it’s necessary to replace them to 

eliminate the problems of moisture absorption, significant sedimentation and thickening 

that can lead to poor colorimetry.

➢ For blenders 8401 and 8402: if the quantity is less than ¾ their containers:

➢ - IMPERATIVELY REPLACE the base to eliminate the problems of solvent evaporation, 

agglomerates that can lead to a bad placement of the metal particles during the application.
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1-Check ixelltech Range
Comments/ To Order:_________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Checking and agitation of                                bases

➢Control of all use by dates for all ixelltech bases
- replace if outdated (24 months for effects and metalic bases and 36 months for solid bases)

- replace if the product has thickened (loud viscosity)

➢Minimum volume of cans started
- each can of base coat to half of its container

- blenders 8401 and 8402: quantity is more than ¾ of their containers

- replace each bases colors if lower level

➢Manual resuspension of ixelltech base  
- ixelltech: Metal, Pearlescent, Universal Tints and Ocher bases (Yellow and red ocher)
- Remove any formation of skin or agglomerates on the walls on the surface of the can. 

- resuspension with the plastic mixing sticks

➢Reposition all bases cans on the mixing machine and restart it for 2 cycles of 

agitation (imperative)
- Before Application, filtering of the ixelltech ready to use at 125µm

ixell comments: More concentrated, ixelltech Bases are most effective when they have a valid use by date and are properly agitated on the mixing machine. Metal 

bases, pearlescent bases, universal tints and ochres (red and yellow) must be resuspended in order to obtain their full effectiveness during application: correct placement 

of the metal particle. The blenders 8401 and 8402 play an important role in the stability and homogeneity of the ready to use color during its application: not to be 

neglected! By all these conditions, ixelltech will give all its advantages: efficiency, speed and colorimetric accuracy.

OK KO
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Checking and agitation of ixell undercoats

➢Checking of all use by dates for all ixell undercoats (Fortia,Univia, Velocia, Lévia Evo)
- replace if outdated (36 months)

- Product with sedimentation (paint grains and thickening): replace the can

- If no change undercoat started cans: check the viscosity of the product (AFNOR or DIN no. 4 cup), see data technical sheet

➢For all the cans of ixell undercoats that have been started:

- If the product quantity is less than the ¾ of the can, replace the can imperatively, to eliminate the problems of evaporation of the solvents, thickening, 

bad viscosity. 

- If the can is not replaced, before any use, IMPERATIVELY check the viscosity with an AFNOR N°4 or DIN N°4 cup (refer to the product data sheet).

➢Carry out a MANDATORY manual resuspension (plastic mixing sticks) of all ixell undercoats, before reinstalling it back on the 

mixing machine, to eliminate all sedimentation risks (heavier and thixotropic products)

➢SPECIAL CASE: for the VELOCIA undercoat, if the product quantity is less than ¾ of the box, 

and more than 4 WEEKS old, replace the can 

- product reacts with the humidity of the ambient air

➢Reposition all undercoats cans on the mixing machine and restart it for 2 agitation cycles (imperative)

➢Favour the dilution of undercoats using color tools. (ixellcolor or ixelltouch) in order to be precise in the ready-to-use mixture

➢Use filtration at 190µm before using the undercoat products.

1. ixell Undercoats Range 
Recommandations
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Checking and agitation of ixell Undercoats

➢Checking of all use by dates for all ixell Undercoats
- replace if outdated (36 months)

- replace if the product has thickened (loud viscosity)

➢Minimum volume of the undercoats cans started
- For all ixell undercoats, product quantity is more than ¾ of their containers

➢Vélocia: product quantity at ¾ of can or started more than 4 weeks ago: it's imperative to replace the Velocia can.

➢Manual resuspension of all ixell undercoats IMPERATIVE
- Remove any agglomerates from the surface of the pot.

- resuspension with the plastic mixing sticks

➢Reposition all bases cans on the mixing machine and restart it for 2 cycles of 

agitation (imperative)

➢Viscosity control (AFNOR n°4 or DIN n°4 cup) of all ixell undercoats started, in ready to use. 

Use the color tools (ixelltouch or ixellcolor) for accurate dilution of product.

ixell comments: All undercoats must have a valid use by date, in order to retain all their properties: filling, insulation, corrosion protection, anti-

scratching, drying, sanding). The homogeneity of the undercoats must be obtained by a mandatory resuspension, in order to have an efficiency of

the product from the first use. Thinning with the help of the color tools allows to have a good mixture and a good viscosity of the mixture ready for

use of the undercoat. Products that dry in humid ambient air, such as Velocia, must be systematically replaced to avoid any risk of incidents

KOOK

1-Check ixell Undercoats range
Comments / To Order_________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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ixell Clearcoats:

➢ Checking of all use by dates for all ixell undercoats (Clearius, Altia, Ixalisevo, Lexiclear, Flash)
- replace if outdated (48 months) 

- If there are impurities in the can: replace the clearcoat.

➢ Checking the viscosity of an open can of clearcoat (Ixalis, Altia, Clearius,Lexiclear)
- product sensitive to temperature and humidity after opening

- Viscosity setting (AFNOR or DIN n°4 cup): Mandatory for an open product.

➢ Special Case for FLASH clearcoat with an use by date of 18 Months

- If outdated: REPLACEMENT

- Any cans opened more than 4 weeks: IMPERATIVELY REPLACE THE clearcoat

➢ To obtain a precise ready to use product mixture (clearcoat-hardener-thinner)
- use the color tools (ixelltouch or ixellcolor) for accurate of mixing

2. ixell Clearcoats Range 
Recommandations
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Pre-use inspection of ixell Clearcoats (Clearius, Altia, Ixalis, Lexiclear, Flash)

➢Checking of all use by dates for all ixell Clearcoat cans
- replace if outdated (48 months) 

- check products cans, started and new

➢Checking the viscosity of an open can of clearcoat (correctly closed)
- Viscosity control by AFNOR n°4 or DIN n°4 cup for opened cans MANDATORY before clearcoat application
- Dilution with color tools for accurate of mixing

- appearance of the product when diluted must be transparent, without deposits

FLASH Clearcoat REPLACEMENT if started, opened or outdated 

➢Clearcoat properly closed and stored in the paint laboratory 
- Closed product: can closed each time it is used.

- Product temperature: product stored in a heated and closed lab

Comments / To Order:________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ixell Comments: Clearcoats must have a Valid use by date. It's a finishing product. Once the can is opened, the clearcoat is sensitive to

variations in temperature and humidity of the ambient air and must be used as soon as possible. When using an open can, it's advisable to

replace it or, before using it, to check its viscosity (AFNOR or DIN no. 4 cup) after having carried out a ready to use dilution using ixell color tools

(ready to use mixing by weight is more accurate)

use by date, clearcoat temperature, quality of hardener and thinner, accuracy of thinning, are the important parameters that guarantee quality

results during application and after drying of the Clearcoat.

2.Check ixell Clearcoats Range

OK KO
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All ixell Hardeners:

➢Checking of all use by dates for all ixell hardeners UNOPENED
- use by date: 36 months for all hardener excepted Flash: 12 to 18 months

- if outdated: IMPERATIVELY REPLACE the hardener.

- All Hardener must be unopened (hermetic seal present and not pierced)

➢Checking for the Flash range, due to the specific chemistry of the product (sensitive to ambient humidity)

- if dates outdated: IMPERATIVELY REPLACE the hardener.

- All Hardener must not be unopened (hermetic seal present and not pierced)

➢ Beyond 4 weeks of opening the hardener can and whatever the hardener is 

REPLACE THE HARDENER IMPERATIVELY

- It’s considered that after this time, the hardener loses its effectiveness by absorption of moisture from the ambient air present in the box 

after opening. Moisture will clearly alter the effectiveness of the drying process (clearcoats, lacquers and undercoats).

2.ixell Hardeners Range 
Recommandations
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2. Check ixell Hardeners

Checking all ixell Hardeners:

Checking all use by dates of unopened ixell hardeners:

➢Checking all Undercoat hardeners (HS2, low Temperature)

- if the can is unopened and stored: beware of visual aspect of diluent (clarity, no impurities or no deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

➢Checking all hardener of lacquers and clearcoats ixell (HS2, XCP, Lexiclear,Flash)

- if the can is unopened and stored: beware of visual aspect of diluent (clarity, no impurities or no deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

➢Checking all Hardener of Oxélia and ixelltech base coats (Oxélia – AD300 ixelltech)
- if the can is opened and stored: beware of visual aspect of diluent (clarity, no impurities or no deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

Comments / To Order:________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ixell comments: Hardeners must have a valid use by dates. Be vigilant about the quality of the hardeners and their storage.

After opening, it must be used imperatively as soon as possible, in order to guarantee all its effectiveness in the drying of paint products (lacquers, 

clearcoats and undercoats). Propose the range of hardeners according to the work habits and the product range used by the customer. For a more 

precise and economical dilution, propose the pouring caps for hardener cans in 0.5L and 1L.

OK KO
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2. ixell Thinners Range 
Recommandations

The ixell Thinners:

➢ Checking use by dates of all ixell thinners

- If outdated: REPLACE IMPERATIVELY THINNER

- If the can is opened, closed and with the correct use by date, carry out a visual check of the diluent (impurities in the can, cloudy or colored product) 

➢ HS3 NF thinner: Thinner used for HS2 Lacquer, clearcoat and undercoats dilution. Allowing the application of products with the right viscosity,

it's important, for a can that has been opened, to make sure that it has been properly closed and stored, in order to preserve all the properties of the thinner.

If necessary, replace it. Use by date: 60 months

➢ Fortia thinner: Specific thinner for Undercoats. Allowing the application of products with the right viscosity. it's important, for a can that has been 

opened, to make sure that it has been properly closed and stored, in order to preserve all the properties of the thinner.

If necessary, replace it. Use by date: 60 months

➢ AC10 thinner: specific thinner for the undercoat and for the ultra-fast versions of Ixalis Evo clearcoat. This thinner accelerates the drying of the       

product. it's important, for a can that has been opened, to make sure that it has been properly closed and stored, in order to preserve all the properties of the 

thinner. If necessary, replace it. Use by date: 24 months

➢ D40 thinner: specific high-temperature thinner, allowing the application of lacquers and clearcoates at high temperatures. This thinner is heavier and 

delays the skin setting of the paint film. It must be properly closed and stored in the paint laboratory. Use by date: 60 months
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OK KO

2. Check ixell Thinners range

Checking ixell Thinners:

Checking all use by dates off all ixell Thinners started or unstarted

➢ HS3 NF thinner: Use by date 60 months
- if the can is opened and stored: beware of visual apsect of diluent (clarity, no impurities or no deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

➢ Fortia thinner: Use by date 60 months
- if the can is opened and stored: beware of visual apsect of diluent (clarity, no impurities or no deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

➢ AC10 thinner: Use by date 24 months
- if the can is opened and stored: beware of visual apsect of diluent (clarity, no impurities or no deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

➢ D40 thinner: Use by date 60 months
- if the can is opened and stored: beware of visual apsect of diluent (clarity, no impurities or no deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

➢ Flashnet and Lexiclear Fading Thinner: Use by date 60 months
- if the can is opened and stored: beware of visual apsect of diluent (clarity, no impurities or no deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

- Aerosol version: Use by date 24 months

Comments / To Order:________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ixell Comments: Thinners must have a valid use by date. They allow the application of the product by bringing the mixture to viscosity but also to 

accelerate its drying. Be vigilant about the quality of the thinners (aspect and color in the can) and their storage.

After opening, they must be properly closed, in order to guarantee their full effectiveness in the application and drying of paint products (lacquers, 

clearcoat and undercoats). For a more precise and economical dilution, propose the pouring stoppers for 1L thinner cans.
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ixell Additives:

➢Checking use by dates of all ixell additives, started or unopened
- If outdated: REPLACE IMPARTIVELY additive

- If a can is started, correctly closed with the correct use by date, carry out a visual check of the diluent (impurities in the can, cloudy or colored product) 

➢Ad Lexiclear: Specific lexiclear clearcoat additive. Its role allows the application of the clearcoat whatever the type of work to be carried out and whatever the climatic 

conditions. It is important, that a can opened is correctly closed, in order to preserve all the properties of the additive. 

If necessary, replace it. use by date: 24 months

➢Ad Anti-rayures: specific additive for Ixalis Evo clearcoat in anti-scratching version. Its role is to give the clearcoat a protection against light superficial scratches 

(micro-scratches). It is important, that a can opened is correctly closed, in order to preserve all the properties of the additive use by date: 36 months

➢Ad Mat: specific additive for original "matt body tone" paint finishes. Agitate by an agitator cover on paint machine, make sure the agitator blades are clean and 

resuspend manually with a plastic mixing stick (if necessary).

If use by date excedeed, replace it.  Beware of use by date: 24 months

➢AC Vélocia: Drying accelerator specific for Velocia undercoats. This thinner accelerates the drying time of the product. It is important that an opened can is correctly 

closed, in order to preserve all its properties. 

If use by date excedeed and the can opened, replace it. Beware of use by date: 24 months

➢Ad Plastique: Specific additive for the Univia undercoat, which allows a wet/wet application of the primer, on new plastic parts or in combination with new sheet 

metal parts. It is important that a can that has been opened is properly resealed, in order to preserve all its properties.. 

If necessary, replace it. Beware of use by date: 24 months

2. ixell Additives range 
Recommandations
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2. ixell Additives Range 
Recommandations

ixell Additives:

➢Checking use by dates of all ixell additives, started or unstarted
- If outdated: REPLACE IMPARTIVELY additive

- If a can is started, correctly closed and with the correct use by date, carry out a visual check of the diluent (impurities in the can, cloudy or colored product) 

➢Ad Colored clearcoat: specific additive for the original shades with a colored clearcoat. 

Solvent-based product that can thicken over time until it dries in the can. The dyes have a strong influence on the colorimetric accuracy of the colored clearcoat tints. 

Check its aspect, if necessary, replace it.. use by date: 36 and 48 months (see data technical sheet)

➢Flexibilisateur: specific additive for clearcoats, lacquers and undercoats, which has the role of "softening" the film produced, making it less brittle and fragile. It is 

important that a can that has been opened is correctly closed, in order to preserve all the properties of the additive. use by date 36 mois

Pre-Paint Surface Cleaners:

➢Pre-paint surface cleaner FP26: indispensable for degreasing in all bodywork operations and preparation before painting. A correctly closed cleaner will 

give full effectiveness (the most effective solvents are the most volatile. If the can is not closed, replace it)

➢Pre-paint surface cleaner H2O: Ultimate degreaser for surfaces to be painted, applied before applying Oxélia or ixelltech paint. A properly closed cleaner 

will give full effectiveness (the most effective solvents are the most volatile. If the can is not closed, proceed to its replacement)
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ixell Fillers:

➢ Checking use by dates dates of all ixell Fillers opened or unopened

- If outdated: REPLACE IMPERATIVELY fillers and hardener

- If a can filler opened, check the appearance of the product in the can. If the product looks dry on the surface: replace the can.

- It's advisable to mix the hardener tubes by hand before any dosage: in order to have a homogeneous product in the tube.

- For sprayable polyester putty products, re-suspend the product with a mixing plastic stick before putting on the agitator cover.

2. ixell Products Range 
Recommandations

Sealing, Soundproofing and Gluing Sealants  

➢ checking use by date of all Sealing, Soundproofing and Gluing Sealants started or unstarted
- If use by date excedeed, REPLACE IMPERATIVELY the products.

- MJ PRO : an open product that is difficult to extrude, replace the cartridge.

- SPR : for an opened product, recommend an application test before reuse, shake the product for at least 1 minute to ensure its homogeneity. 

- SPR spray gun: before reusing the SPR suction gun, clean the gun with solvent cleaning thinner by spraying the thinner.

- MagPro1: an open product that is difficult to extrude, replace the cartridge

- MagPro1 "Spray" Gun: If cartridge is left in gun, clean gun before reuse (unclog tip, air cap, and fluid channel in gun)

- For Structural Adhesives check use by date. If is exceeded, IT MUST BE REPLACED (structural adhesive for body parts: safety)

WINDSCREEN GLUES 

➢ Checking all use by dates of all ixell Windscreen glues started or unstarted
- Checking use by dates of all windscreen glue (1k or 2k) unstarted and storaged in customer

- For all 1K windscreen glues that are started in customer: REPLACE IT IMPERATIVELY.
- Replacement of open heptane cans (highly volatile product) to ensure the desired effectiveness of the product.
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OK KO

2. Check ixell Additives

Checking ixell Additives

Checking use by dates of all ixell additives, started or unstarted:

➢ Ad Lexiclear: use by date: 24 months
- if open can stored: visual inspection of appearance (clarity, impurities or deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

➢ Ad Anti rayures: use by date: 36 months
- if open can stored: visual inspection of appearance (clarity, impurities or deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

➢ Ad Mat: use by date: 24 months
- Resuspension of the opened can with a plastic mixing stick (homogeneous product without agglomerates)

- Checking the agitator covers : cleanliness of the spout, condition of the stirring blades

➢ AC Vélocia: use by date: 24 months (proceed with replacement if open for more than 4 weeks)
- if open can stored: visual inspection of appearance (clarity, impurities or deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

➢ Ad Plastique: use by date: 24 months
- if open can stored: visual inspection of appearance (clarity, impurities or deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

Comments / To Order:________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ixell comments: Additives must be valid in use by dates. 

After opening, they must be properly resealed to guarantee their full effectiveness in the application, drying or final appearance of paint products 

(lacquers, clearcoat and undercoats). For a more precise and economical thinning, use the thinning aid for ancillary products in ixell color tools. 

Also offer pouring caps for 1L thinner cans.
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OK KO

2. Check ixell Additives 

Checking ixell Additives

Checking use by dates of all ixell additives, started or unstarted:

➢ Ad colored clearcoat: use by dates:  36 and 48 months
- if open can, valid on expiry date and stored: visual inspection of the appearance (if very thickened, replace the can)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated) and properly closed

- For cans with agitator covers, ensure the homogeneity of the dye..

➢ : Flexibilisateur: use by date: 36 months
- if open can stored: visual inspection of appearance (clarity, impurities or deposits)

- Storage in the laboratory (heated)

Comments / To Order:________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ixell comments: To ensure accurate tinting in colored clearcoat, it is recommended to use ixell color tools in order to have the right dosage of 

color additives, but also to be able to mix them with the clearcoat before adding hardeners and thinners. 

For degreasers, their application with pressure sprayers is an effective and economical solution for cleaning the elements being repaired and 

before painting.

ixell Pre-Paint surfaces cleaners:

➢ Pre-paint surface cleaner solvent FP26: checking if cans are stay correctly closed, if are stay opened, replace it. 

➢ Pre-paint surface cleaner H2O: checking if cans are stay correctly closed, if are stay opened, replace it. 
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➢ ixell WINDSCREEN GLUES
- use by date of new windscreen glue (1k or 2k): replace all windscreen glue kit 1K started
- Replace cans of Heptane started

- Checking material of application for anti-stripping, seals and glues cartridges (guns for 1k or 2k glue)

ixell comments: The use-by date of the products must be scrupulously respected, especially for windscreen adhesives (safety element: the bonded 

windscreen represents 80% of the car body rigidity). For the dosage of polyester putties, recommend a mastic-hardener mixture by scale, in order to 

have an efficient and correctly dosed polyester putty. The application equipment for Sealing, Soundproofing and Gluing Sealants products and 

Windshield Adhesives must also be checked in order to give the products the best results (application, appearance, effectiveness and drying of the 

product).

➢ ixell Sealing, Soundproofing and Gluing Sealants 
- use by date of MJ Pro cartridges new or started

- use by date of anti-stripping agent SPR 

- use by date of Mag Pro1 cartridges

- use by date of Structural glue 

➢ ixell Polyesters fillers
- use by dates of new or started polyester putties with hardener

- Condition of cans of putty (dry, not creamy appearance)

OK KO

Comments / To Order:________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

2. Check ixell Products range
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3. ixell Color Tools 
Recommandations

➢ color tools NOT CONNECTED to internet (no client internet connection)

- Checking for Updates : Soft BDD A19 / Spectro (Winixell, Winixeltech and Winixelltech HD) B19

- Color tools not up to date (Soft and/or Spectro): download the latest versions on USB key: BDD and SOFT on the Attum or Lacour websites 

and update the color tool via USB keys (several keys are needed for ixellcolor computer)

- Check customer product configuration (product management): check the activation of the latest products and additives (ex: Orange Valencia color ADV660)

➢ CONNECTED color tools: ixellcolor V1-2 connected, ixelltouch and ixellcolor CONNECT
- Update Control: Soft BDD A19 / Winixell B19 for spectro V1-V2 and HD / Spectro connect CCC 3.28 minimum

- If not up to date, check the internet connection (WIFI or Wired): make sure that the connection to the network is permanently established.

- Checking the CCC connection: open the CCC in "ONLINE" mode

- Checking the CCC Weekly Update settings 

- Check customer product configuration (product management): check the activation of the latest products and additives (ex: ADV660)

➢ Spectro V1 / V2 / HD / and Spectro Connect
- Control of standards (spectro V1/V2: black, white and green tile test / white tile and "blue metalic" for HD spectro and connect) 

- Checking the connection to the weighing terminal: connection to the soft spectro (winixell or CCC for connected tools)

- Make a control flash

➢ Weighing Cell
- Check the stability of the scale: switch on, tare, check that there is no weight variation (draught, vibrations).

➢ Operating state of the daylight lamp: Charged and functional

➢ Links to download updates for ixell Color Tools: 
- Lacour électronique: https://www.groupe-lacour.fr/index.php/espaceclient/espace-client-accueil (login:101180899 /pass: k4wsv577)

- System Attum: https://www.systemes-attum.com/espace-client/maj.php (login: FDV_ixell / pass: 1975)

- ixellWebLab: https://www.ixellweblab.com/home / (individual login and passords was send to CTCs at the end of 2019 year)

https://www.groupe-lacour.fr/index.php/espaceclient/espace-client-accueil
https://www.systemes-attum.com/espace-client/maj.php
https://www.ixellweblab.com/home
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➢ Spectrophometer control (V1,V2,HD or SpectroConnect)
- Spectro V1 or V2: calibration of standards (black, white) and green tile test 

- Spectro HD and Connect: standards calibration (white and metallic blue) and color tool connection test 

- Checking the overall function by means of a vehicle flash and interpreting the results on the color tool 

➢ Operating state of the daylight lamp

➢ Checking the weighing cell
- Checking the connection between the scale and the color tool

- Checking the stability of the balance (vibration, weight change after tare, accuracy check with the test weight) 

➢ Checking up to date Color tools(connected or not)
- BDD A19

- SOFT Winixell, Winixelltech et Winixelltech HD: B19 

- SOFT Connect CCC: 3.28

- The version of the Spectro SOFT appears only when it is installed on the color tool (ATTUM OR LACOUR).

- Check the quality of the internet connection for the connected ixellcolor V1/V2

- Control of the activation of new products (additives, clearcoat, undercoat, etc...)

➢ Internet connection control (color tools connected)
- Checking the Internet connection in "ONLINE" mode for ixellConnect tools 

- Check the automatic update setting in "LOCAL" mode for ixellConnect tools

OK KO

Comments / To Order:________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ixell Comments: To ensure accurate mixing of all products, it’s recommended to use ixell color tools for dilution, in order to have a ready-to-use 

product that is effective in its use and gives complete satisfaction. 

Connecting the color tools to the Internet is highly recommended, as it allows today's color tools to be constantly updated, providing the user 

with the latest color and product information.

3. Check ixell Color Tools

Update version of BDD-Soft 

Attum

Soft Version of ixellConnect CCC: 3.28

Version BDD of 

LACOUR Soft

password supervisor: SODI20

password Parameters Spectro Connect: ixell19

Password advanced parameters Spectro Connect: ADVANCED
Year – week number of BDD version
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4. ixell Paint Material
Recommandations

➢ Spray gun cleaning machine
- Check the level of cleaning thinners (solvent and H2O), replace them with new products if necessary. 

- Full can (new product) for the final rinsing of the guns

- Half-full can (new or used product) for the wash cycle (closed circuit)

- Ensure overall gun washer operation (washing, fluid nozzles, spray nozzles, blower and venturi ventilation system)

➢ Spray Guns and Paint Buckets

- Check the spray pattern of the base coat, clearcoat and undercoat spray guns: replace the spray kit if necessary.

- Check gun settings: spray width, air pressure, etc.

- Check the air pressure reading system (ADAM pressure gauge or pistol grip): replace batteries if necessary.

- Gun cleaning kit: allows a better cleaning of the gun and the parts of the spraying kit

- Point on the stock of RPS or PPS buckets in 125 and 190µm filters

➢ Compressed air filter in the Paint Booth - Cabin filters - Air pipe - Blower Nozzles

- Visual inspection of the condition of the scrubber filters (date of last change) Replace the filters (fine filter, bronze and activated carbon) if necessary.

- Scrubber operation (pressure gauges, pressure regulator, automatic cartridge purging)

- Status of cabin filters (floor, prefilters, ceiling): date of last change, visual inspection

- Check and condition of the spray booth air hose and quick couplers: replace if necessary.

- Checking the blower nozzles: filter status (SataDry and SataDry2), internal status of the blower nozzles, overall nozzle operation.

- Condition of the blower nozzle carrier: Dust removal outside the cab if necessary..
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➢ Compressed air filter in the Paint Booth - Cabin filters - Air pipe - Blower Nozzles
- Overall condition of the scrubber (operation and cleanliness) and the filters (fine filter - bronze - activated carbon)

- Overall condition of the cabin filters (floor, pre-filters and ceiling)

- Overall condition of the air hose - compressed air coupler assembly: clean and functional

- Overall condition of the support and blower nozzle assembly: clean, dust-free, functional

➢ Spray Guns and Paint Buckets
- General condition of the spray gun: cleanliness and operation (spray beam control)

- Status of the spray kit assembly (needle-nozzle-air cap)

- Status of the air pressure gauge: functional

- Availability of dosing buckets (RPS, PPS or plastic bucket), plastic mixing rulers, filter cones, etc. 

➢ Spray gun cleaning machine
- Overall condition of gun washers (no air leaks, venturi operational, product flow ok)

- Diluent level (1 full can - 1 half can)

OK KO

Comments / To Order:________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ixell comments: The correct operation of gun washers is fundamental to guarantee the cleanliness of the guns while being economical. The 

spraying quality of a gun is significant in the results of paint application, but also in the savings produced. The quality of the compressed air in 

the booth must be free of water, oil and dust, and the submicron filter is the last line of defence. Cabin filters must be replaced regularly to avoid 

dust related retouching during paint application.

4.Check ixell paint material.
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➢ The Painting Masks

- Check the masks in place: if disposable (3M disposable) replace them if necessary

- Interchangeable cartridge masks: cartridge replacement if necessary

- Condition of the visor protections (Jupiter masks) 

- FFP2 and FFP3 dust masks for body repairers (sheet metal work - straightening - sanding)

- Electronic solder mask (working and functional)

- Functional masks, goggles for sheet metal working (grinding) operations

➢ Clothes of bodyworkers and painters
- Take stock of the protective clothing used by painters

- Classic C-suits: 1 week wear time (white and blue)

- Comfort C-suits: 3 months wear time (grey)

- Comfort+ C-suits: 9 months wear time (white and grey)

- Body suits for welding operations (spark resistant)

- Condition of suits: replacement if dirty and worn.

➢ Gloves for bodyworkers and painters

- Take stock of used gloves and opened boxes.

- Gloves for protection during substrate processing and painting operations: X-BLACK

- Gloves for cleaning paint spray guns: X-SPIRIT

- Anti-cutting gloves: for handling the elements in bodywork operations: X-FLEX, X-LUXE and X-SPARK

- Gloves for welding operations (MIG or dent removal station): X-MIG

5. Painters protection equipment
Recommandations 
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➢ Gloves for bodyworkers and painters

- X-BLACK Gloves

- Washing gloves Spray guns (X-SPIRIT)

- Body cut gloves (X-FLEX, X-LUXE and X-SPARK)

- Welding gloves (X MIG)

KO➢ The Painting Masks
- 3M disposable half masks for short use (A1P2 or A2P3)

- State of the half mask filters cartridges

- Induction mask filter status (3M Jupiter, Provisor Devilbiss)

- Condition of visors and visor protection of 3M Jupiter masks

- Condition of the masks and goggles bodywork

OK

Comments/ To Order:_________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ixell comments: For 3M Jupiter masks, it is advisable to test the efficiency of the filters using the ball flow meter, which allows to know the 

saturation level of the filter cartridge. The cleanliness of the paint suits allows an application in the booth in the best conditions (without risk of 

dust). Chemical products, welding and sheet metal grinding operations in bodywork, sanding operations in preparation for painting, hand 

protection is essential in a paint body shop.

5.Check Painters protection equipment.

➢ Clothes of bodyworkers and painters
- Condition of Classic disposable coveralls

- Condition of disposable coveralls (3 months) Comfort

- Condition of disposable coveralls (9 months) Comfort +

- bodywork clothing (bodybuilder's suit) 


